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I've been using it for a few months now. One thing that I notice is that the compressor starts to have a hard edge when I use 2 different inputs that are different in loudness. The compressor has a hard-knock that is very noticeable. But I can adjust the gain knob so that the edge isn't audible in the
track. Things I like: - Very easy to use. Not complicated at all. - Very fast. Things I do not like: - When there's two different sources of different loudness, I get a strange noise, hard knock that is pretty hard to fix. If you think the compressor is good, I would do a search for "Golden Uni-pressor GUP-1 ".
The best suggestions that I can give you is to look at your input levels, that's something that you can't fix in the compressor, that's something that needs to be fixed in your output levels. And if that doesn't fix it, then there's something else that's happening. Golden Uni-Pressor GUP-1 Description: I

have been using this compressor for about a week and my input gain was -40db. I noticed my compressor kick in when the input was around -50dB and it was subsonic. This is bad because I only started to get something out when my gain was turned to +40db. The best solution for this is try
lowering the gain on the other inputs to -40dB and then leave just the input that is distorted. If that doesn't fix it then the only thing left to do is use the compressor with a lower ratio. Also try to keep it in a place with a noisier room (or if you are recording it in a less noisy place) For the hard hitting

door (from what you said I'm assuming you're using a 7 channel mixer) it could be from a low amount of gain on the output of the compressor and once again that's something that you can't fix in the compressor but you can fix in the mixer. You might be able to lower your gain to make it work
better. Make sure that you test it out before you use it and go from there. Thanks for the input. I have a 7 channel mixer. I just recorded a song and I noticed the same problem you were having and I'm not running the gain at -40 at all. I was running +26
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The Golden Uni-Pressor GUP-1 was designed to be a general-purpose compressor made for tracking, mixing and mastering. It offers VCA and Opto models that can be run in a Warm or Smooth mode, and a Program Dependent Envelope (PDE) to decrease pumping and increase loudness. High and low
cut filters in the side chain can be used to make frequency dependent compression. The compressed signal can be mixed with the uncompressed one, and that can be used to create upward compression. Three versions are available: stereo, stereo with side chain, and mono with side chain. There is
no latency, which makes this the ideal tool for real time performance in the studio or on stage. Here are some key features of "Golden Uni Pressor GUP 1": ￭ Feed forward VCA and Opto modeled compression ￭ Smooth or Warm sound processing ￭ PDE for maximum loudness and minimum pumping ￭
Input Filter to remove sub-noise and DC ￭ Side Chain Compression (Key In) ￭ Side Chain Filters and Listening button ￭ Output Mix and Phase Inversion ￭ AB comparisons ￭ Silent knobs and buttons ￭ Presets ￭ 64 Bit Internal Processing ￭ Supports sampling rates up to 192kS/s ￭ Full VST automation ￭
Low CPU usage ￭ No latency ￭ Detailed Users Manual Product link: Contact: Server Error in '/' Application. Object reference not set to an instance of an object. Description: An unhandled exception occurred during the execution of the current web request. Please review the stack trace for more
information about the error and where it originated in the code. Exception Details: System.NullReferenceException: Object reference not set to an instance of an object. Source Error: An unhandled exception was generated during the execution of the current web request. Information regarding the
origin and location of the exception can be identified using the exception stack trace below. If you don't like it - create your own. Soundforge Plugin from the MM legendary

What's New In Golden Uni-Pressor | GUP-1?

The multi-channel compressor named "Golden Uni-Pressor" is simple and quick to use, but lets you get all the benefits of real time Compression. The Golden Uni-Pressor is easy to use and comes with presets and a full manual of operation to get you started right away. Features: - The "Golden Uni-
Pressor" is a multi-channel compressor: You can send the compressed signal to an output or input and process the signals independently. This means that you can use two or more inputs and compress each separately, then mix and pan them together, which helps to avoid unwanted frequency
interchanges. - The "Golden Uni-Pressor" offers two processing modes: - The "Golden Uni-Pressor" offers two processing modes Smooth and Warm. Choose the processing mode that you want: either a Smooth or Warm sound that is centered around the frequency axis. - The "Golden Uni-Pressor"
features an interactive programmable PDE, which lets you use the compressor in a different way: You can decide how much compression you want, and how much loudness you want. - The "Golden Uni-Pressor" features a side chain compression with low and high cut filters. This is useful to isolate a
part of the signal without using the compression. - The "Golden Uni-Pressor" offers VCA models in the side chain, meaning that the side chain filter can be processed with the compressor itself. This is useful to get an added sense of control over the compressor in the side chain. - You can use the
"Golden Uni-Pressor" in stereo or in a 3-channel configuration, with left and right channels as inputs and the center as an output. - Because the "Golden Uni-Pressor" is a multi-channel compressor, you can use the Audio Features to filter out certain frequencies, or apply more or less compression than
the compressor itself by using the output when the compressed signal is mixed with the original one, which is useful for creating upward compression. - Because the "Golden Uni-Pressor" is a multi-channel compressor, you can send the compressed signal to an output or input and process the signals
independently. This means that you can use two or more inputs and compress each separately, then
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System Requirements For Golden Uni-Pressor | GUP-1:

Software and Systems Requirements: We highly recommend you have at least Windows 7 or later and a dual core processor. You should have at least 1GB of RAM You should have at least 1GB of HDD space You should have a DirectX compatible video card (like Nvidia, ATI or AMD) with a minimum of
256 MB of video memory
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